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DELL 470-ABQE fibre optic cable 3 m QSFP28 Black, Stainless steel

Brand : DELL Product code: 470-ABQE

Product name : 470-ABQE

100GbE QSFP28 - QSFP28, Passive Copper Direct Attach Cable, 3 m, Customer Kit

DELL 470-ABQE fibre optic cable 3 m QSFP28 Black, Stainless steel:

This Dell Networking Cable, 100GbE QSFP28 to QSFP28, Passive Copper Direct Attach Cable is used to
link your fiber networking devices for high-speed, long-distance connectivity. This 3 m cable features an
QSFP28 connector at one end and QSFP28 connector at the other end.

- Provides the necessary link between fiber networking devices for high-speed, long-distance
connectivity
- Features an QSFP28 connector at one end and QSFP28 connector at the other end
- Measures 3 m in length

Designed For:
Dell Networking S6100-ON, Z9100-ON
DELL 470-ABQE. Cable length: 3 m, Connector 1: QSFP28, Connector 2: QSFP28

Features

Cable length * 3 m
Connector 1 * QSFP28
Connector 2 * QSFP28

Features

Connector 1 gender * Male
Connector 2 gender * Male
Product colour * Black, Stainless steel
Harmonized System (HS) code 85447000
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